
S3 Text. Proposition for unambiguous definitions of blinding. 

 

Sonuga-Barke et al. [1] introduced three unusual blinding definitions, i.e. probably blinded, 

better probably blinded and best probably blinded. In Sonuga-Barke et al.’s meta-analyses 

depicted in Figure 3 [1] (evaluating the overall effect of Restricted Elimination Diets, 

Artificial Food Color Exclusions, Supplementation With Free Fatty Acids, Cognitive 

Training, Neurofeedback and Behavioral Interventions), the designation probably blinded was 

used for assessments made in ‘both placebo- and non-placebo-controlled trials’, i.e. ‘either 

ratings clearly made under blind conditions’ (e.g. resulting from placebo-controlled trials), ‘or 

ratings made by an adult unlikely to be aware of treatment allocation’ (e.g. resulting from 

non-placebo or non-blinded, open randomized controlled trials (RCTs) [1]. In open trials the 

ADHD assessments made by parents in school-implemented interventions and by teachers in 

home-implemented interventions were considered probably blinded, while observer ratings 

were considered the best probably blinded assessments [1]. In double-blind placebo-

controlled (DBPC) trials all ratings were considered probably blinded, while observer and 

teacher ratings (in that order of preference) were considered better probably blinded in DBPC 

home-implemented interventions [1]. In trials in which more than one probably blinded 

measure was available, the best probably blinded measure was selected to be included in the 

meta-analyses of probably blinded assessments [1]. In our opinion this aberrant blinding 

nomenclature is confusing:  

First, in open RCTs with a JADAD score for blinding of zero – whether the 

intervention is home-implemented or school implemented – it is self-evident that all ratings 

are not blinded (please note that the maximum JADAD score for blinding is two, indicating 

that the blinding method was both described and appropriate, and that neither participants nor 

assessors (whether parents, teachers or observers) were able to identify the intervention 

applied [2]). However, in Sonuga-Barke et al.’s Figure 3F, depicting the probably blinded 



assessments’ meta-analysis of Behavioral Interventions [1], five of seven RCTs included 

received a JADAD score for blinding of zero (see section 2 of Sonuga-Barke et al.’s data 

supplement [1]), indicating that all raters were aware of or able to identify the intervention 

applied. Indeed, it would be quite probable that observers providing open home observation 

ratings in an un-blinded home-implemented parent training intervention [3] and teachers 

providing open teacher ratings in an un-blinded parent and child training intervention [4] are 

aware of the intervention applied, because parents are highly likely to impart their knowledge 

with teachers or observers, especially when not specifically instructed not to do so. In sum, 

denoting un-blinded ratings as probably blinded suggests a probability of blinding that in 

reality does not exist.  

Second, in DBPC RCTs all ratings are ‘clearly made under blind conditions’ [1]. In 

studies receiving the highest JADAD score all raters are equally blinded – none of them being 

able to identify the intervention given [2] – which applies to 5/8 artificial food color studies, 

5/5 few-foods diet studies and 8/11 fatty acid studies included in Sonuga-Barke et al.’s 

probably blinded assessments’ meta-analyses (see Figures 3B, 3A, 3C and section 2 of the 

data supplement provided by Sonuga-Barke et al. [1]). Denoting clearly blinded ratings as 

probably blinded would not do justice to these studies, being properly blinded. Furthermore, 

labeling observer and teacher measurements (in that order of preference) provided in DBPC 

trials as better probably blinded wrongfully suggests that parents would be less blinded 

compared to other raters. Actually, the designation ‘better (probably) blinded’ is a 

contradiction in terms: if ‘better’ (probably) blinded is possible, the blinding is not accurate. 

Third, the probably blinded and better probably blinded assessments’ definitions are 

difficult to apply, even by the authors introducing these definitions [1]. For example, contrary 

to the above-described direction to prefer observer ratings to teacher ratings in home-

implemented interventions with a DBPC design, Sonuga-Barke et al. included teacher ratings 

in the Restricted Elimination Diets meta-analysis (Figure 3A) [1], despite the availability of 



observer ratings [5]. Likewise, in their Cognitive Training meta-analysis (Figure 3D) [1] 

teacher ratings resulting from a school-implemented open trial [6] were included instead of 

parent ratings. Finally, considering that open teacher ratings resulting from home-

implemented un-blinded behavioral RCTs were eligible to be included in the probably blinded 

assessments’ meta-analysis of Behavioral Interventions (Figure 3F) [1], the equally open 

teacher ratings resulting from home-implemented un-blinded diet RCTs [7, 8] might have 

been included in the probably blinded assessments’ meta-analysis of Restricted Elimination 

Diets (Figure 3A) [1] as well.    

In concert, the three newly introduced blinding definitions (probably blinded, better 

probably blinded and best probably blinded assessments) are confusing, are likely to 

engender fallacies and may be easily misconceived. In our view blinding should not be a 

matter of distance or place, but of method and design. To provide researchers and readers 

with the utmost clarity when blinding is concerned, we suggest that:  

1) The designation ‘blinded’ should be used for all ratings in studies with a double-blind 

design and a JADAD score of two;  

2) The designation ‘probably blinded’ should be used for ratings in studies with a JADAD 

score of one;  

3) The designation ‘not blinded’ should be used for all ratings in studies with a JADAD score 

of zero, i.e. open trials.  
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